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Machine translation and L2 pedagogy

Virtual Roundtable

- **Per Urlaub**: moderator. Urlaub is director, MIT Global Languages and Professor of the Practice, MIT Literature
- **Emily Hellmich** and **Kimberly Vinall** will present “Changing Perspectives on (Machine) Translation within Language Education.” Vinall is Executive Director, and Hellmich is Associate Director, of the Berkeley Language Center at the University of California, Berkeley.
- **Takako Aikawa**: the use of MT (DeepL and Google Translate) for Japanese language education. Aikawa is Senior Lecturer in Japanese, MIT Global Languages.
- **Steve Snyder** will present “When Worlds Collide: Literary translation in the age of machine translation.” Snyder is Professor of Japanese studies, Middlebury College.
- **Eva Dessein**: respondent. Dessein is Senior Lecturer in French, MIT Global Languages.